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Grid Pad: School Edition is brought to you by Smartbox Assistive Technology 
and Inclusive Technology. For support, tutorials and more information visit 
thinksmartbox.com and inclusive.co.uk

Explore, learn and communicate with
Grid Pad: School Edition

School Edition



A motivating and fun way to get started 
with eye gaze technology including over 
66 activities.

Create personalised choice making 
activities that are eye gaze accessible 
and automatically record progression.

Grid Pad: School Edition is an all new bundle for the classroom that combines a 
powerful device packed full of features with a complete suite of software, brought to 
you by Smartbox and Inclusive Technology. 

The Grid Pad Eye 18 is loaded with essential features 
for the classroom, including eye gaze access using 
the latest myGaze Assistive 2 camera, high quality 
audio and ports for any alternative access. A switch 
is also included!

What’s inside the box?

An extensive collection of over 100 online 
activities ranging from cause and effect 
to early literacy.

The complete Inclusive Eye Gaze Software 
range: Exploring and Playing, Attention 
and Looking and Choosing and Learning.

A flying adventure designed for eye gaze 
devices. Become a fully-fledged pilot 
through 24 missions whilst learning.

Software for symbol and text 
communication, interactive learning, 
computer control and more.

The Inclusive Eye Gaze Learning Curve includes 54 fun and meaningful activities that 
can be used with any student trying eye gaze - from assessment to understanding 
cause and effect, through to using eye gaze for communication, learning and play.  

Teachers and therapists can also use the package as an assessment tool to determine 
visual skills and potential use of eye gaze and as a progressive teaching tool that 
provides structure and lots of opportunities for practice at each level.

Attention and Looking
This collection of 18 activities provides a 
progression of skills from experiential and cause 
and effect to targeting, and includes customisable 
activities to cater for specific interests and 
motivations. Covers tracking, fixating and simple 
screen exploration skills.

Exploring and Playing
18 fun packed games and exploring opportunities 
for students to play on their own and with friends. 
Assess and improve targeting and access skills 
then progress from cause and effect to early 
choice making. 

Choosing and Learning
Prepare eye gaze users for further communication 
and learning activities by developing choice 
making and access skills.  18 motivating and 
meaningful activities that are designed to develop 
understanding of early language and learning 
concepts, expressive skills, accuracy of targeting 
and clicking.
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Analysis and Assessment
Eye gaze analysis tools record the data of where and when a student looked during specific activities. This 
data can then be reported back in different ways to show various eye gaze behaviours. All 3 titles provide 
video playback, heat mapping and line tracing of eye gaze movements for assessment and progress 
records. These reports and images can be saved for reference and record keeping providing an invaluable 
assessment and teaching tool for teachers and therapists.



Look to Learn and Look to Learn: Scenes and Sounds is a motivating and fun way to 
get started with eye gaze technology for every student. A no-fail collection of activities 
that introduce and expand essential skills.

Five areas of learning

Sensory

Teach cause and 
effect.

Explore

Encourages the user to 
explore the screen.

Target

Helps improve 
accuracy of eye gaze.

Choose

Develop choice making 
skills.

Control

Fine tune eye gaze 
access.

Look to Learn

Packed with over 40 activities to help anyone get started 
with eye gaze. 
Every activity has been developed in consultation with 
teachers and therapists to improve access and choice 
making skills.

Scenes and Sounds
Expand your eye gaze experience with Look to Learn: 
Scenes and Sounds.  
With 26 more activities designed for children and adults 
starting out with eye gaze, Scenes and Sounds is the 
perfect add-on for Look to Learn.

Analysis and assessment
There is a built in analysis tool to show where somebody has 
looked on the screen during an activity. 
These heat maps can be saved, printed and used to measure 
progress and record successes. You can also assess eye tracking, 
targeting and choice making skills.

Look to Learn

Packed with over 40 activities to help anyone get started 
with eye gaze. 
Every activity has been developed in consultation with 
teachers and therapists to improve access and choice 
making skills.

HelpKidzLearn has been specially designed to meet the needs of teachers, therapists 
and carers working with students with physical difficulties, visual impairment, 
intellectual disabilities and communication difficulties.  More than 100 activities can be 
played online using your own account. 

As well as eye gaze, activities can also be accessed by mouse or alternative, keyboard, 
switches and touch screen.

Five sections to explore

Early Years

A selection of early 
learning activities.

Games

Endless hours of fun 
and enjoyment.

Stories

A collection of stories 
and songs.

Find Out

Explore expressions 
and other concepts.

Creative

Create anything from a 
sandcastle to music.

In the classroom
The subscription offers a complete solution for the classroom:

• Experiential level to encourage pupils to look and listen and giving  
  them time to respond to the activity. 

• Cause and effect activities that allow individuals to have some 
  control and make things happen.

 • Errorless activities ideal for building confidence and  encouraging 
    individuals to have a try. They also  provide the perfect opportunity 
   to talk and develop  language. 

• Develop mouse skills, use of a touch screen or eye gaze access. 

Ready made learning
HelpKidzLearn is a fantastic way of assessing an
individual’s needs. Types include:
• Experiential
• Tracking
• Early cause and effect
• Turn taking and so much more...

12
month

subscription 
included



Four types of activity
Balloon Pop

Start simply and pop balloons as you fly.

Flight School
24 exciting missions.

Mini Games
Team up with chicken and collect points.

Free Flight
Explore as you please.

The world’s first magical flying adventure designed especially for eye gaze devices. 
Let Aimee guide you through 24 unique and exciting missions.

Eye Gaze Skills

Students control their own aircraft to become a fully-
fledged pilot whilst learning skills such as compass 
directions, landmarks and regions. 
Every activity has been developed in consultation with 
teachers and therapists.

Accessible
This package is easy to set up and takes the students 
through carefully graded activities.
Useful options and a range of activities at different levels 
ensure success and maintain motivation for students 
of different ages and abilities.  Activities can also be 
accessed by mouse and keyboard, one or two switches, 
and touch.

ChooseIt! Maker 3 provides easy to use tools for creating a variety of choice making 
activities to meet individual and classroom needs. 

With ChooseIt! Maker 3’s new and carefully designed ‘easy flow’ editor, you can turn 
photographs, symbols, text and sounds into a personalised activity for eye gaze user in minutes. 

As well as allowing you to add your own images, ChooseIt! Maker 3 includes a readymade 
Media Library with over 30,000 symbols and pictures. Use Widgit Symbols, SymbolStix Symbols 
and IT’s pictures and symbols to make your activities.
.

Personalised learning

ChooseIt! Maker 3 is an important tool for those learners 
who respond best to familiar materials, such as pictures 
of themselves, their families, their classmates and 
places they know well. 

Turn photographs, symbols, text and sounds into:

• Cause and effect activities
• Literacy activities
• Reward music choice board
• Question and answer activities
• Games
• Quizzes and so much more...

Progression and achievement
Every ChooseIt! Maker 3 activity you create will 
automatically record the learner’s progression and 
achievements.
Results are based on the questions answered and can be 
saved or shared with friends and families.

Sharing and editing
Chooseit! Maker 3 subscribers are able to share activities 
with colleagues, friends and family.
Create and edit from any Windows or Macintosh OS X 
device then load them on to your Grid Pad: School Edition  
for all students to access.
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Symbol communication

Accessible apps

Text communication

Environment control

Computer control

Grid 3 comes complete with all of the tools students need to communicate, control their 
environment and their computer. It provides the power to access the curriculum, have a 
voice, learn interactively and take control of their world using eye gaze, touch, switch or 
pointing devices.

Do so much more with Grid 3
In addition to using the complete collection of resources 
that are ready-to-go out of the box. Creating and 
personalising resources in Grid 3 is simple and intuitive. 
You can achieve everything with only a few clicks.

You can also edit from any Windows PC or tablet, wherever 
you are, with Remote Editing! Online Grids provides access 
to thousands of grid sets made by other education and 
communication professionals.

Symbol communication in Grid 3 enables students to use 
symbols to represent words and phrases for choosing what 
they want to say. A wide range of ready-made grid sets are 
available as soon as you power up your Grid Pad: School 
Edition, so you can get started straight away! 

The grid sets in Grid 3 have  varying levels of literacy and 
access, so you can choose the right resources for the user.

Text communication in Grid 3 empowers literate users 
to communicate more quickly and more accurately than 
ever. 

There are a range of keyboard designs to choose from and 
a range of features that use innovative new technology to 
create a more natural user experience.

Grid 3 enables everyone to access a web browser and email, 
using symbol or text. Individuals using Accessible Apps are 
able to complete their studies using tools available to their 
contemporaries. 

From sending emails with attachments to making and 
saving notes, there is an app to make the most popular tasks 
accessible.

Servus Environment Control enables students to control 
devices from lamps to music players, building on skills 
required for greater independence.

Simple Servus grid sets provide a symbolised, simpler 
version of the popular Servus resources: perfect for getting 
started or when you require larger cells.

Computer Control puts students in the driving seat, with all 
the tools needed to access their computer using eye gaze, 
pointing devices or switch. 

Grid sets provide complete freedom to control all aspects of 
the PC - essential for students. 

Interactive learning

Interactive Learning in Grid 3 is a completely new way for 
people to learn and explore through animated activities. 

All activities fall under one of the four key areas of learning. 
You can begin with teaching Cause and Effect, before 
moving onto Choice Making and then Challenges. Interactive 
Visual Scenes may be a familiar starting point if you’ve been 
using our popular Look to Learn software titles.



www.thinksmartbox.com
www.inclusive.co.uk


